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Master the art of ribbon flowers!Nicholas Kniel and Timothy Wright teach their method of creating

gorgeous ribbon flowers in this collection of illustrated, step-by-step lessons. With only a few yards

of ribbon, you can make the perfect embellishment for any garment, home decor item, wedding

party and more.33 flowers provide a wide range of options for any craft or sewing project.9 project

ideas inspire you to create popular ribbon flower items, such as corsages, boutonnieres, French

bulletin boards, bouquets and hair pins, or to design your very own creations.10 techniques

describe how to prepare ribbons for use and how to finish the final flower with clips, pins and stems.
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The Oct 2005 version (reds against black cover), by comparison to this revision, is a copy of a

personal work-book. The 2005 book has hand-sketches and a few personal tips. Most of the 2013

book text is identical. The edits have the tone of a thoughtful revision. The photography is brighter &

updated, the page layout polished, and helpful step-by-step visuals such as adding a pin, stem or

clip. Techniques such as crinkle, crimp, fray or pleat are pictured. The anemone, daffodil, fuschia

and a couple lilies have disappeared and are replaced with idea inducing pictures. Both revisions

are titled "flowers", however both contain the ambitious cockade and medallion. The 2005 version is

charming, but I will use the new book and prefer the current pictures & colors. This a use-able how

to book, beautiful and affordable. The UK version features the cockade on the cover and is available

through Nicholas' web site.



This is a beautiful book with color photos of every project that can be easily followed, clear, step by

step instructions, and suggestions for alternative projects. It is not as large as I expected and I wish

the author had included more alternative project ideas. But I am happy with the book and look

forward to creating some of the projects.

Lovely flowers, but the directions are incomprehensible. The drawings actually make it worse.

Cannot follow this at all. Very pretty, though.

This book is full of beautiful flowers . I haven't tried to make one yet but I am sure I can, because the

instructions are very good.

Beatiful photography, clear and detailed instructions, perfect samples that invite you to try a hand on

making ribbon flowers.

Some wonderful projects that are clearly described. Good steps to making all the flowers in the

book.

Wonderful book. Has a little bit of everything. Easy to understand instructions, great pictures.

This is a nice book, and the instructions are clear and easy to understand along with the photos.
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